God
INTRODUCTION
the exception of certain mathematicians and physicists, almost all the
authors of the great books are represented in
$his chapter. In sheer quantity of references,
as well as in vanieey, it is the largest chapter.
The reason is obvious. More consequences for
thought and action follow fmm the afimation or denial of God than from answering any
other basic queseion. They fohlow for those
who regard the question as answerable only
by faith or only by reason, and even for those
who insist upon suspending judgment eneire!y.
Hn addition to the primary question 0%God's
existence, there are a!! she problems of the
divine nature and of the relation of the wodd
and man to the gods or God. The soiutions of
these problems cannot help influencing man's
conception of the wsdd in v~hichhe lives, the
position that he occupies in it, and the life to
which he is called.
The whoiie tenor of human life is cepsainly
affected by whether men regard themselves
as the supreme beings in the universe or acknowledge a superior-a superhuman being
whom they conceive as an object of fear or
love, a force to be $&ed or a Lord to be
obeyed. Among rhose who acknowledge a divinity, ie matters p a d y whether the divine is
qresented merely by the concept of Godthe objecr sf philosophical speculation-or by
the living God whom men worship in al%the
acres s f piery which comprise the rituals of
religion.
The mosr radical SiEercnccs in man's conception of his own nature fo11ow from the
exclusion of divinity as its source or model on
in
One hand, and from the
whish man is seen as participating in divinity
on the other. 1Uany fundamental themes and
IiH
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issues are therefore common to this khapter
and to the chapter on MAN.

SOMEOF

THE TOPICS IN this chapter are primarily philosophical. They belong to the subject matter of rational speculation or, poetic
imagination in all the great epochs of our
cu%ture,regardless of differences in religious
belief. Other topics, however, are peculiarly
restricted to mattem of faith or religion. With
respect to suck matters, dogmatis differences,
or diRerences in areisles of faith, must be explicitly recognized.
The materials here assembled must therefore, En some instances, be divided according
to their origin from pagan or from Jewish
and Christian sources. Though no great books
from the Muslim tradition are included in this
set, the facs that Gibbon discusses the Muslim
faith and compares its teaching with those of
Judaism and Christianity e,xpllains the inclusion
of IsPam in one group of topics. That is the
group which deals with the doctrines common
eo these three religions, as distinguished from
the tenets on whish Judaism and Christianity
diEer dogmatially. The existence of certain
common beliefs in the western tradition enables us to begin, as it seems advisable to do,
wieh the conceprion of God that is shared by
the living religions of western culture today.
Calvin is, perhaps, more extreme than earlier C'histian theologians in maintaining rhat
the idea of God is impianted in the minds of
911 men cvcTRere. Eady in his Izste'tutes of
$beChrktian Religion, he writes:

That there exists in the human mind, and indeed
by MfUd
instinct, some sefir of Deiq, we hold
to be beyond dispute, since God himself, to prevent
any man fpom pretending ignorance, has endued aEB
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men with some idea of his Godhead, the memory

of which he constantly renews and occasionally enlarges, that all to a man, being aware that there is
a God, and that he is their Maker, may be condemned by their own conscience when they neither
worshi~him nor consecrate their lives to his service.
certairhy, if there is any quarter where it may be
supposed that God is unknown, the most likely for
such an instance to exist is among the dullest tribes
farthest removed from civilisation. But, as a heathen
[Cicero] tells us, there is no nation so barbarous,
no race so brutish, as not to be imbued with the
conviction that there is a God. Even those who, in
other'respects, seem to. differ least from the lower
animals, constantly retain some sense of religion; so
thoroughly has this common conviction possessed
the mind, so firmly is it stamped on the breasts of
all men. Since, then, there never has been, from the
very first, any quarter of the globe, any city, any
household even, without religion, this amounts to a
tacit confession, that a sense of Deity is inscribed on
every heart.
IN OUR CIVILIZATION, what is denied by an
atheist who says there is no God? Not idols or
images which men may seek to placate. Not
philosophical constructions or mythological
figures. Certainly not the universe itself, either
as an infinite and everlasting whole, or as finite and temporal, but equally mysterious in
its ultimate incomprehensibility t o the human
mind. In our civilization the atheist denies the
existence of a supernatural being, the object
of religious belief and worship among Jews,
Christians, and Muslims. He denies the single,
personal God Who created the world out of
nothing, Who transcends this created universe
and sustains it by His immanent power, Who
has made laws for the government of all things
and cares for each particular by His providence, and Who created man in His own image, revealed Himself and His will to men, and
metes out eternal rewards and punishments to
the children of Adam, whom He also helps by
His grace.
In this sense of atheism, Nietzsche is the
outstanding modern atheist among the authors of the great books. H e is the source of
the proposition that God is dead. He discusses
the Bible that Jews and Christians regard as
God's self-revelation, by saying that if God is
its author, "he seems incapable of making himself clearly understood." Nietksche concedes
that in the west, "the religious instinct is [still]
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in vigorous growth"; but adds that theism is
rejected "with profound mistrust."
in the religious conception of God, one
term must be saved
The word "personal" should not be read with
anthropomorphic imagery, though its meaning
does entitle man as well as God to be called a
person rather than a thing. "Although the term
person is not found applied to God in Scripture,
either in the Old or New Testament," Aquinas
writes, "nevertheless what the term signifies is
found t o be affirmed of God in many places
of Scripture; as that He is the supreme selfsubsisting being, and the most perfectly intelligent being."
Boethius had defined a person as "an individual substance of a rational hature," or, as
Locke later said, "a thinking intelligent being."
In applying the term person to God, in the
meaning which Boethius had given it, Aquinas
comments on the difference in its meaning
when it is applied to men. God can be said to
have a rational nahtre, he writes, only "if reason be taken to mean, not discursive thought,
but, in a general sense, an intelligent nature ...God cannot be called an individual"
in the sense in which physical1things are, but
only in the sense of uniqueness. "Substance
can be applied to God [only] in the sense of
signifying self-subsistence." Aquinas does not
conclude from this that "person" is said improperly of God, but rather that when God is
called "personal" the meaning is applied "in a
more excellent way," for God does not possess, God is, an intelligence.
We shall use this idea of a personal God,
the reality of which the contemporary atheist denies, in order to distinguish divergent
conceptions in other doctrines. Then we shall
examine more closely what is involved in this
idea itself.
IN THE WESTERN tradition, the various pagan
religions-reflected especially in the poems
and histories of Greek and Roman antiquity-were all polytheistic. The number of
their gods, Montaigne estimates, "amounts to
thirty-six thousand." Augustine offers one explanation of why there were so many. "The
ancients," he writes, "being deceived either by
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their own conjectures or by demons, supposed tion, perhaps, of that of Zeus, the power of
fiat many gods filust be invited to take an in- one divinity is often challenged and thwarted
terest in human affairs, and assigned to each a by another. This aspect sf polytheism and its
bering on the intervention of the gods in the
separate function and a separate departmentno one the body, to another the soul; and in affairs of men are discussed in the chapter on
the body itself, to one the head, to another the FATE.
The extent to which we think of the paneck, and each of the other members to one
of the gods; and in like manner, in the soul, gans as idolatrous because h e y made graven
to one god she natural capacity was assigned, images of their gods in human form, or regard
to another education, no another anger, to the pagan conceptions sf eke gods as anthroanother ilus~;and so the various &airs of life pokorghic, depends on our interpretation of
were assip-ed-cattle to one, corn to another, religious symbolism. Plato for one thinks that
wine to another, oil to another, the woods to many of the poets' descriptions of the gods
another, money to another, navigation to an- and their activities should be dismissed as
other, wars and victories to another, marriages unworthy, precisely because they debase the
to another, births and fecundity to anothen; gods to the human level.
According to Gibbon, a Greek or Roman
and other things to other gods."
That polytheism, no less than monotheism, philosopher "who considered the system of
conceives the divine as personal, appe~rsin polytheism as a composition s f human fraud
Plato's Apology. When Socrates is accused of and error, cou!d disguise a smile of contempt
atheism, he asks whether the indictment means under the mask of devotion, without apqrethat he does not "acknowledge the gods which hending that either the mockery or the comthe state acknowledges, but some other new pliance would expose him so the resentment
divinities or spiritual agencies in their stead." of any invisible, or, as he conceived them,
mel let us answers that he thinks Socrates is a imaginary powers." But the early Christians,
complete atheist who recognizes no gods at all. he points out, saw the many gods of antiquity
T o this Socrates replies by suggesting that his "'in a much more odious and formidable light"
enemies must be confusing him with Anamgo- and held them to be "the authors, the patrons,
ras, who had blasphemed against Apollo by and the objects of idolatry."
Those who mke symbols with flat literalcalling the sun "'a red hot stone." As ior kimself, he oEew evidence zo show that he believes ism might also attack Christianity as anthroin divine or spiritual agencies ''new or old, no gornorpkic and idolatrous; in fact they have.
matter"; and "if 1 believe in divine beings," he The defense of Christianity against this charge
asks, "how can I help believing in spirits or does not avail in the case of Roman emperorworship, which consisted not in the humandemigods?"
Like the one God of Judaism and Chris- ization of the divine for the sake of symbolic
tianity, the many gods of pagan antiquity have representation, but in the deiffcation of the
immortal !ife, but they are not wiekout origin. merely human for political purposes.
Although there are radical differences, there
Zeus is the son of Kronos, and he has many
o@spriwg, bosh gods azld demigods, who per- are also cerzain fundamental agreements beform digerent functions and are not of equal tween paganism and jardeo-Christianity regard$tation in the Olympian hierarchy. The realm ing the nature of rhe divine. As we have already
of the divine includes such figmes as the Ti- noted, the deities are conceived personalfy,
tans and ihe Cyclops, who are neither gods not in terns of impersonal, bmte forces. Com=or men; and $emigods, like Heracles, who are ceived as beings with intelligence and will, the
oEspring of divine and human mating. These gods concern themselves with earthly society;
deities exercise superhuman powers, but none they aid or appose man's pjlans and efiorts;
is comp%eselyomnipotent or omnistient, not they reward men for 4idelity and vireue or puneven I:<ronos or Zeus who cannot escape the ish them for impiety and sin.
Despite all other digerences between padecrees of Fate. Moreover, with the excep-
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ganism and Christianity, these agreements are
substantial enough to provide many common
threads of theological speculation throughout
our tradition, especially with regard to the
abiding practical problems of how man shall
view himself and his destiny in relation to the
divine or the supernatural. We have therefore
attempted to place passages from the great
books of pagan antiquity under every heading
except those which are specifically restricted to
the dogmas of Judaism and Christianity-even
under headings which are worded monotheistically, since even here there is continuity of
thought and expression from Homer and Virgil
to Dante and Milton; from Plato, Aristotle,
and Plotinus to Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin,
Erasmus, Descartes, and Kant; from Lucretius
to Newton and Darwin.
THEDOCTRINES known as deism and pantheism, like unqualified atheism, are as much opposed to the religious beliefs of polytheism as
to the faith of Judaism and Christianity.
Of these two, pantheism is much nearer
atheism, for it denies the existence of a transcendent supernatural being or beings. God is
Nature. God is immanent in the world and,
in the extreme form of pantheism, not transcendent in any way. Certain historic doctrines
which are often regarded as forms or kinds of
pantheism seem to be less extreme than this,
for they do not conceive the physical universe
as exhausting the infinite being of God. The
world, for all its vastness and variety, may only
represent an aspect of the divine nature.
According to Spinoza, the attributes of extension and thought, in terms of which we
understand the world or nature as being of
the divine substance, are merely those aspects
of God which are known to us, for the divine substance consists "of infinite attributes,
each one of which expresses eternal and infinite essence." In the conception of Plotinus,
the whole world represents only a partial emanation from the divine source. Yet thinkers
like Plotinus and Spinoza so conceive the relation of the world to God that-as in the
strictest pantheism-the religious doctrines of
creation, providence, and salvation are either
rejected or profoundly altered.

In the ancient world the teaching of the
Stoic philosophers expresses a kind of pantheism. "There is one universe made up of
all things," Marcus Aurelius writes, "and one
God who pervades all things, and one substance, and one law, one common reason in all
intelligent animals, and one truth." He speaks
of the "common nature," which is apparently
divine, and of which "every particular nature is
a part, as the nature of the leaf is a part of the
nature of the plant." But, although he stresses
the oneness and divinity of all things, Aurelius
also at times uses language which seems t o
refer to a god who dwells apart from as well as
in the world, as, for example, when he debates
whether the gods have any concern with human affairs. ,
Another type of ancient pantheism appears
in the thought of Plotinus, for whom all things
have being only insofar as they; participate in,
even as they emanate from, the power of The
One, or Primal Source. "God is sovranly present through all," he writes. "We cannot think
of something of God here and something else
there, nor of all of God gathered at some
one spot: there is an instantaneous presence
everywhere, nothing containing and nothing
left void, everything therefore fully held by the
divine." The relation between The One and
every other thing is compared t o the number
series. "Just as there is, primarily or secondarily, some form or idea from the monad in
each of the successive numbers-the latter still
participating, though unequally, in the unitso the series of beings following upon The
First bear, each, some form or idea derived
from that source. In Number the participation
establishes Quantity; in the realm of Being, the
trace of The One establishes reality: existence
is a trace of The One."
But although The One is in all things, and all
things depend upon it for their very existence,
The One itself has no need of them. It is in this
sense that Plotinus says that "The One is all
things and no one of them
Holding allthough itself nowhere held-it - 1 . is omnipresent,
for where its presence failed something would
elude its hold. At the same time, in the sense
that it is nowhere held, it is not present: thus*
'it is both present and not present; not pres-
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ent as not being circuwss:ibed by anyzhing; Spinoza calls God '%he immanent, and not rhe yet as being u~e7.1yunaetached, noi. inhibited r~ansiaive,cause of all ehingsy9'for the reason
fi-.om presence at any point." Thus zll thiggs ahat "outside God there can be no substance,
p=fa!ce of The One in absolute dependence. that is to say, outside Him nothing san exist
Bue The One, ~omidezdbz
is absoiutely which is in itself."
transcendent. Piorinus even denies it the name
These divergent ssnceptions of God's imof God 56 G ~ o dor Being, saying it is Beyond manence and tmnsceazdence-so relevant to
the question of .rivho is or is not a pancheistthese.
BVActher or not Spins= is a pastheist, has are further disccssed in the chapters on ~ T A long been debated by his commenta~srs.An TURE and WORLD.
explicit, even an extreme f o m of pantheism
PANTHEISM, deism affirms gods or a
vtrould seem to be expressed in rhe proposi- UNLIKE
tion ghat ""whatever is, is in God, and nothing God, personal Intelligences existing apart from
can be or be conceived without God." But this wodd; but, as in the teaching of Lucretius,
while the one and only substance which exists deism sometimes goes to the extreme of beis at once nature and God, Spinom identifies lieving in absentee gods who neither inaemene
God only with the satuee he cails "mtwa in the order of natilre nor concern themselves
mz~rans." God is not reduced to she nature viritrieh human aEairs.
''The gods9')writes kucretius,
that fails within man's limited eqxriense or
understanding-the nature he calls ' 6 ~ a t u Must,
~ ~ by their namre?take delight in peace,
m&~ata.''
Forever calm, serene, forever far
"By rntuya mtair~ausg99he explains, ""we are From our affairs, beyond all pain, beyond
to understand that which is in itself and is Ail dange~;in their own resources strong,
no need of us at all, above
conceived though itself, or those attributes of Waving
Wrafh or propitiation.
substance ?~hicRexpress eternal and infinlee
Such gobs neither create the wodd nor govessence, that is to say, God in so far as He 3s
considered as a free cause. But by matwa mt- ern % above all they do not reward or punish
ZY&Y
2 U ~ P $ ~ P S ~ Z~~fel?!thk&
~$
VV.!?~C~~o!~OVVS mais., and so they do not have to be feared or
from the necessity of zhe nature of God, or sf propitiated. According to Lracretius, we should
any one of G0d94attributes, akat is to say, a91 not be
the modes of God's aa~sibutesin so far zs they So fooiish as t o say ihat for men's sake
are considered as things which are in God and The gods were more than willing to prepare
whish witkoai; God can neither be nor can be The gorgeous structure of the universe,
Which therefore, as the work of gods, must be
c~nceived.'~
Considered laudable, and as their work
God is the infinire and eternal substance of Immortal also-what a sinful thing
a11 finite exisiences, an abssluee and nnchang- (We think) for such a world, established by
4ng one uncledying i-he finite modes in which The ancient p!anning of the gods for men,
ie variably nx3Fiife5~5i~seg.Though God :or T o be subverted, ever, from its base
Bv anv, violence. subiect to storms
Spinoza is transcendent iss the sense sf vastly Of, sacrilegious
verbiage, overthrown,
cxseediwg eke world known to man, in no Brought hov~,brought dowm, destroyed, annihilated,
sense does God &:st apart from she whole And so forth, and so on. A11 nonsense . ..
of nztaare. Spirsoza's view $!;nus sharply departs What could the blessid, the immortal, gain
from chat 0%an r ~ f i h o d sJewish
x
or Christian "om any such mlinificence as oun? . ..
Divinity seems to have moral significance to
sheologjan. Wkcn ,zhe iat~ersays that God is
r~znscendent,!ac xLrEearis tirat God exists apart, Luereeiias only i n s o h as thc gods cxcmpEiiy
infinitely i-emoved kow the whole creazed uni- she happy life:, and rejigion is immoral because
verse. TVlhcn the Sacter speaks of God as being its superstitions concerning divine motives and
immanent i 3 ~zhar znlverse, he careiully +spec- wedd9ing make men servile and miserable.
ifies that it is nor by His subsgance, bug by
Brlhen the deism of kucaetius is contrasted
with the more iamiliar modem forms s f that
$ 8 power of Xis action 2nd knovdedge. But
3
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doctrine, the influence of Christianity is seen.
The modern deist affirms the supremacy of
one God, the infinite and eternal Creator of
this world, Whose laws are the laws of nature which are laid down from the beginning
and which govern all created things. Rousseau
speaks of this as "the religion of man" and
even identifies it with Christianity-"not the
Christianity of today, but that of the Gospel,
which is entirely different." He describes this
religion as that "which has neither temples,
nor altars, nor rites, and is confined to the
purely internal cult of the supreme God and
the eternal obligations of morality."
Not all deists, certainly not those of the
17th and early 18th centuries, go to the Lucretian extreme of picturing an uninterested and
morally neutral God. Many of them believe in
an afterlife. But modern deism did tend toward
this extreme. By Kant's time it had even ceased
to look upon God as a personal intelligence.
Kant therefore takes great pains to distinguish
deism from theism.
The deist, according to Kant, "admits that
we can cognize by pure reason alone the existence of a supreme being, but at the same time
maintains that our conception of this being is
purely transcendental, and that all we can say
of it is, that it possesses all reality, without being able to define it more closely." The theist,
on the other hand, "asserts that reason is capable of presenting us, from the analogy with
nature, with a more definite conception of this
being, and that its operations, as the cause of
all things, are the results of intelligence and
free will."
Kant even maintains that "we might, in
strict rigor, deny to the deist any belief in God
at all, and regard him merely as a maintainer of
the existence of a primal being or thing-the
supreme cause of all other things." In any case,
deism seems to be an essentially un-Jewish and
un-Christian or anti-Jewish and anti-Christian
doctrine, for it denies God's supernatural revelation of Himself; it denies miracles and every
other manifestation of supernatural agency in
the course of nature or the life of man; it
denies the efficacy of prayer and sacrament. In
short, it rejects the institutions and practices,
as well as the faith and hope, of any religion
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which claims supernatural foundation and supernatural warrant for its dogmas and rituals.
Deism, which "consists simply in the worship
of a God considered as great, powerful, and
eternal," is, in Pascal's opinion, "almost as far
removed from the Christian religion as atheism, which is its exact opposite." Like Pascal,
Calvin asks: "What avails it, in short, to know
a God with whom we have nothing to do!"
What Pascal and Kant call "deism" and
Rousseau "the religion of man,'' others like
Hume call "natural religion." His Dialogues
Concerning Natural Religion provide a classic
statement of rationalism, which is the same as
naturalism, in religion; though, as the chapter
on RELIGION
indicates, it may be questioned
whether the word "religion'' can be meaningfully used for a doctrine which claims no
knowledge beyond that of the philosopher,
and no guidance for human life beyond the
precepts of the moralist.
THESYSTEMATIC exposition of; man's knowledge of God is the science of theology. In
addition to considering all things-the whole
world and human life-in relation to God,
theology treats especially of God's existence,
essence, and attributes. Throughout the range
of its subject matter and problems, theology
may be of two sorts: it may be either natural knowledge, obtained by ordinary processes
of observation and reasoning; or knowledge
which is supernatural in the sense of being
based on divine revelation. THis is the traditional distinction between natural and sacred
or, as it is sometimes called, dogmatic theology. The one belongs to the domain of reason;
it is the work of the philosopher. The other
belongs to the domain of faith, and is the
work of the theologian who seeks to understand his faith.
These distinctions are discussed in the chapters on THEOLOGY,
METAPHYSICS,
and WISDOM. Here we are concerned with different
attitudes toward the problem of man's knowledge of God. The deist, as we have seen,
rejects supernatural revelation and faith; theology, like religion, is held to be entirely natural,
a work of reason. The agnostic makes the
opposite denial. He denies that anything su-
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pernatural can be k n o w by reason. It cannot
be proved or, for that matter, disproved. The
evidences of nature and rhe light of reason
do not permit valid inferences or arguments
concerning God or creation, providence or
immortality.
It is usually with respect to God's existence
that the agnostic most emphatically declares
reason's incompetence to demonstrate. He often ascomganies ihe declaration with elaborate criticisms of the arguments which may be
oRered by others. This is not always the case,
however. For example, the great Jewish theologian Moses Maimonides thinks that 6od's
existence can be groved by reason entirely
apart from faith; but with regard to the essence
or attributes of God, his position seems no be
one l ~ h i c hmight be called agnostic.
When men "ascribe essential attributes to
God," Maimonides declares, "these so-called
essential attributes should not have any similarity to the attributes of other things, just
as there is no similarity between the essence
of God and that of other beings." Since the
meaning of such positive attributes as good or
wise is derived from our knowledge of things,
tkey do not provide us with any knowledge
of God's essence, for no comparison obtains
between things and God. Hence Maimonides
asserts that 66thenegative attributes of God are
the true attributes." They %ellus not what God
is, but what God is not.
Even though Maimonides holds that "existence and essence are perfectly identical" in
God, he also insists that "we comprehend only
the fact that He exists, not His essence . . All
we understand," he goes on to say, in addition
to "she fact that He exists," is the fact that
"He is a Being a s whom none or' his creatures
is simi!ar." This fact is confirmed in 41 the
negative attributes such as eternal (meaning
nontemporal), infinite, or incorporeal; even as
it is falsified by all the positivc attributes, expressed by such names as "good" or "living"
or "'knov~ing,"insofar as they imply a comparison bemeen God and creatures. When tkey
sannoe be interpreted ?egatively, they can be
rolerated as metaphors, but they must noe be
taken as expressing an understanding "'of the
true essence of God," concerning which Mai-

.

monides maintains, "there is no possibili~~
of
obtaining a Icnowledge."
Aquinas rakes issue with such agnosticism
about the divine nature in his discussion of
the names of God. Although he says that "we
cannot know what God is, but rather what Me
is not," Aquinas disagrees with 1Maimonides
that 211 names which express some knowledge
of God's essence must be interpreted negaeively or treated as metaphors. He denies that
"when we say God lives, we mean merely that
God is not like an inanimate thing" as "was
aught by Rabbi Moses." On the contrary,
he holds that "these names signify the divine
substance . . although they fail short of representing Him . . .For these names express God,
so far as our intellects know Him. Now since
our intellect knows God from creatures, it
knows Him as far as creatures represent Him."
Therefore, Aquinas sonciudes, "when we say,
God is good, the meaning is not, God is the
mase ofgoodness, or, God is ~ o wti!:but the
meaning is, Wbatevergood we attrihte to creatures pre-exis~siin God, and in a higher way."

.

IF MAIMONIDES
were right that the names
which are said positively of both Cod and
creatures are " a ~ l i e d. .in a purely equivocal
sense" (e.g., having 'literal meaning when said
of creatures but being only metaphoric when
said of God), then, according to Aquinas, it
would follow that "from creatures nothing at
all could be known or demonstrated about
God." Those who say, on the other hand, that
"the things attributed so God and creatures
are univocal" (i.e.,are said in exactly the same
sense), claim to comprehend more than man
can $now of the divine essence. When the
tern wise "is applied to Cod," Aquinas writes,
"'it leaves the thing signified as nncomprehended and as exceeding she signification of
the name." Aquinas does not go as far as Erasmus in saying zhae only Cod is wise. Instead
he declares that "this term wise is not applied
in the same way to Cod and to man. The
same applies to other terms. Hence no name
is predicated univocally of Cod and creatures9'
but rather all positive names "are said of God
and creatures in an analogous sense."
A further discussior? of the names of God

.
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will be found in the chapter on SIGNA N D
SYMBOL;
and the consideration of the analogical, the univocal, and the equivocal will also
be found there as well as in the chapter on
SAMEAND OTHER.
We have dealt with these
matters here only for the sake of describing
that degree of agnosticism, according to which
Maimonides, by contrast with Aquinas, is an
agnostic. But agnosticism usually goes further
and denies that man can have any natural
knowledge of God-either of His existence or
of His essence.
So understood, agnosticism need not be
incompatible with religion, unless a given religion holds, as an article of faith itself, that the
existence of God can be proved by reason. In
fact, the agnostic may be a religious man who
accepts divine revelation and regards faith as
divinely inspired.
Montaigne's Apology for Raymond Sebond
illustrates this position. Sebond had written a
treatise on natural theology, which to Montaigne seems "bold and courageous, for he
undertakes by human and natural reasons to
establish and prove against the atheists all
the articles of the Christian religion." Though
Montaigne says of Sebond's work, "I do not
think it is possible to do better in that argument," and though he entertains the conjecture that it may have been "from Saint
Thomas Aquinas; for in truth that mind, full
of infinite erudition and admirable subtlety,
was alone capable of such ideas"; nevertheless,
Montaigne does "not think that purely human
means are at all capable of this."
According to Montaigne, "it is faith alone
that embraces vividly and surely the high mysteries of our religion." In his view, reason by
itself is incapable of proving anything, much
less anything about God. "Our human reasons
and argi~ments," he writes, are "the heavy and
barren matter; the grace of God is their form;
it is that which gives them shape and value."
The light and value in Sebond's arguments
come from the fact that faith supervenes "to
color and illumine" them, and "makes them
firm and solid."
Such arguments, Montaigne says, may serve
as "a first guide to an apprentice" and may
even "make him capable of the grace of God";
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but for himself, skeptical of all arguments,
the way of faith alone can provide "a certain
constancy of opinions. . .Thus I have, by the
grace of God, kept myself intact, without agitation or disturbance of conscience, in the
ancient beliefs of our religion, in the midst of
so many sects and divisions that our century
has produced."
Kierkegaard's view of religion also precludes
reason. For him, faith is the realm of the absurd, a paradox that says "the individual is
higher than the universal" and thereby allows
a more personal relationship with God. "The
paradox can also be expressed by saying that
there is an absolute duty toward God; for
in this relationship of duty the individual as
an individual stands related absolutely to the
absolute."
Far from being religious as Montaigne and
Kierkegaard were, the agnostic may be a skeptic about faith as well as reason. He may
look upon faith either as superstition or as
the exercise of the will to believe with regard
t o the unknowable and the unintelligible-almost wishful thinking. He may even go so far
as t o treat religion as if it were pathological.
Freud, for example, regards religion as an
illusion to be explained in terms of man's need
t o create gods in his own image-to find a
surrogate for the father, on whom his infantile dependence can be projected. Freud finds
confirmation for this in the fact that in the
religions of the west, God "is openly called Father. Psychoanalysis," he goes on, "concludes
that he really is the father, clothed in the
grandeur in which he once appeared to the
small child."
Though the grown man "has long ago realized that his father is a being with strictly Iimited powers and by no means endowed with
every desirable attribute," Freud thinks that he
nevertheless "looks back to the memory-image
of the overrated father of his childhood, exalts
it into a Deity, and brings it into the present
and into reality. The emotional strength of this
memory-image and the lasting nature of his
need for protection"-for, as Freud explains,
"in relation to the external world he is still a
childm-"are the two supports of his belief in
God." In this sense, Freud might agree with
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Voltaire's remark that "If God did not exist, it
would be necessary to invent him."

less all divine truths were "delivered to them
by the way of faith, being told to them, as it
were, by God Himself Who cannot lie."
AT THE OTHER extreme from agnosticism is,
In different ways faith supports reason an$
as the name implies, gnosticism. Like deism, it reason helps faith. On matters which belong
dispenses with faitk, but it exceeds traditional to both reason and faith, faith provides a
deism in the claims it makes for reason's power greater certitude. On matters strictly of faith,
t o penetrate the divine mysteries. Between ex- reason provides some understanding, however
clusive reliance on faith and an exaltation of remote and inadequate, of the mysteries of rereason t o the point where there is n o need ligion. ""The use of human reason in religion,"
for God to reveal anything, a middle ground Francis Bacon writes, "is of two sorts: the foris held by those who acknowledge the contri- mer, in the conception and apprehension of
butions sf both faith and reason. Those who the mysteries of God t o us revealed; the other,
try to harmonize the two usually distinguish in the inferring and deriving of doctrine and
between the spheres groper to each, and for- direction thereupon . . . In the former we see
mulate some principle according t o which they God vouchsafeth t o descend to our capaciry,
in the expressing of his mysteries in sort as
are related t o each other in an orderly fashion.
Whatever is purely a matter of faith, may be sensible unto us; and doth grift his revAquinas says, is assented to solely because '&it elations and holy doctrine upon the notions
is revealed by God.,) The articles of Christian of our reason and apglierh his inspiration to
faith are typified by "'the Trinity of Persons open our understanding, as the form of the
in Almighty God, the mystery of Christ's In- key to the ward of the Bock. For the latter,
camation, and the like." With regard to such there is allowed us an use of reason and a g u mattes, whish Aquinas thinks belong primar- ment, secondary and respective, although not
ily to faith, some auxiliary use can be made original and absolute. For after the articles and
of reason, "not, indeed, to prove faith," he principles of religion are placed and exempted
explains, but to make clear the things that from examination of reason, it is then permitfollow from it. Certain matte=, such as Cod's ted unto m t o mate derivations and inferences
existence and attributes, he classifies as be- from and according t o the analogy of them,
longing t o 66thepreambies to faith9' because for our better direction."
In addition to all discursive knowledge of
they fall, in his view, within reason's power to
demonstrate, unaided by faith. Yet even here God, whether it be by faith o r by reason, there
he does not assign the affirmation of the truth is the totally incommunicable and intimate
acquaintance with the supernaturai which the
t o reason alone.
Just as "it was necessary for the salvation of mystic claims for his vision in moments of
maw that certain truths whish exceed human religious ecstasy o r which is promised to the
reason should be made ?mown t o him by di- blessed as their heavenly beatitude. When, at
vine revelation," so even with regard t o ""Pose the culmination s f Pamdiso, Dante sees God,
my
he declares, "was greater than
truths about God which human reason can investigate," Aquinas thinks it was also necessary speech can show."
Knowing that his speech will "fa11 more
that "man be taught by a divine revelation. For
short..
than that of an infant who still
the truth about God, such as reason can know
ia, would only be known by a few, and that bathes his tongue at the breast," he tries nevafter a Bong time, and with the admixture of ertheless to communicate in words "a single
many
Because "human reason is very spark of Thy glory for zhe folk to come." In
deficient in things concerning Godm-"a sign the presence of God, he writes, his mind, "all
of whish is that philosophers . . . have fallen rapt, was gazing, fixed, motionless and intent,
into many errors and ha& disagreed among eves: enkindled by its gazing. Hnl that Light one
themse?vesn--men would have no knowledge becomes such that it is impossible he should
of God 66ireeirom doubt and uncertainty9' un- ever consent to turn Aimseqf from it for other
66
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sight; for the good, which is the object of the the nonexistence of God is inconceivable, God
will, is all gathered in it, and outside of it that must exist. Descartes gives the same argument
a slightly different statement in terms of the
is defective which is perfect there."
inseparability of God's essence from God's
THEARGUMENTS FOR the existence of the gods existence.
"Being accustomed," he writes, "in all other
or of one God constitute one of the greatest
attempts of the human mind to go beyond the things to make a distinction between existence
sensible or phenomenal world of experience. and essence, I easily persuade myself that the
The attempt has been made in every age and existence can be separated from the essence of
by minds of quite different persuc..sionsin reli- God, and that we can thus conceive God as
gious belief or philosophical outlook. It is pos- not actually existing. But, nevertheless, when
sible, nevertheless, to classify the arguments I think of it with more attention, I clearly see
that existence can no more be separated from
into two or three main types.
Within the domain of pure or speculative the essence of God than can its having its three
reason there seem to be two ways of ap- angles equal to two right angles be separated
from the essence of a rectilinear triangle, or the
proaching the problem of God's existence.
One is in terms of the conception of God as idea of a mountain from the idea of a valley;
an infinite, perfect, and necessary being, whose and so there is not any less repugnance to our
nonexistence is therefore inconceivable. Ac- conceiving a God (that is, a Being supremely
cording to Anselm, God cannot be conceived perfect) to whom existence is lacking (that is
in any other way than as "a being than which to say, to whom a certain perfection is lacknothing greater can be conceived." But since ing), than to conceive of a mountain which has
"the fool hath said in his heart, there is no no valley."
Spinoza defines a "cause of i'tself" as "that
God," how shall he be made to know that the
God, which exists in his understanding at the whose essence involves existence; or that
moment when he denies His real existence, whose nature cannot be conceived unless exalso really exists outside his understanding? isting." Since in his conception of substance,
"For it is one thing for an object to be in the substance is necessarily infinite, it is also cause
understanding, and another to understand that of itself. Hence he concludes that "God or
the object exists." Hence Anselm considers substance ...necessarily existsb'; for "if this
the consequence of supposing that God exists be denied, conceive if it be possible that
God does not exist. Then it follows that His
in the understanding alone.
"If that, than which nothing greater can essence does not involve existence. But this is
be conceived," he argues, "exists in the un- absurd. Therefore God necessarily exists."
This mode of argument, which takes still
derstanding alone, the very being, than which
other
forms, is traditionally called the "onnothing greater can be conceived, is one than
which a greater can be conceived"-for
to tological argument" or the "a priori proof"
exist in reality as well as in the understanding of God's existence, Its critics sbmetimes deny
is to have more being. But this leads to "an that it is an argument or proof in any sense
irreconcilable contradiction," since "if that, at all. Aquinas, for example, interprets Anselm
than which nothing greater can be conceived, not as providing God's existence, but rather as
can be conceived not to exist, it is not that asserting that God's existence is self-evident.
than which nothing greater can be conceived." Those who say that the proposition "God does
Therefore Anselm concludes that a being not exist" is self-contradictory, are sayingthat
"than which nothing greater can be conceived" the opposite proposition "Godexists" must be
must exist "both in the understanding and self-evident.
Aquinas does not deny thst the proposireality."
tion
"God exists" is intrinsically self-evident.
Anselm summarizes his argument by saying
that "no one who understands what God is, On this point he goes further than Anselm,
can conceive that God does not exist." Since Descartes, and Spinoza. Where they say God's
29.
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essence involves His existence, Aquinas asserts tence of the thing. .is therefore absolutely Kant says, "because its
thar in God essence and existence are identi- necessary-merely,''
been
cogitated
in the concegexistence
has
cal. When Moses asks God, "If they should
say to me, What is His name? what shall !say tion . .Whatever be the content of our conto them?" the Lord says unto Moses, "I AlM ception of an object, it is necessary to go
THAT I AM," and adds, "Say to the children beyond it, if we -wish to predicate existence
of Israel: HE WHO IS hath sent me to you." of the objecr . The celebrated ont'ological
This name-HE WHO IS-Aquinas holds to or Cartesian argumenz for the existence s f a
be "the most proper name of God" because supreme being is therefore insufficient."
it signifies that "the being of God is His very
THESECOND MAIN approach to the problem of
essence."
For this reason he thinks that the progosi- God's existence lies in the sort of proof which,
tion "'God exists" is self-evident in itself. Its koclze thinks, "'our own existence and the sensubject and predicate are immediately related. sible parts of the universe offer so clearly and
Nevertheless, Aquinas holds that the proposi- cogently to our thoughts." Xe refrains from
tion is not self-evident to us "'because we do criticizing the argument from "the idea of a
not know the essence of God." Even suppos- most perfect being," but he does insist rhat we
ing, he writes, "that everyone understands this should not "talze some men's having that idea
name God as signifying something than which of God in their minds . . for the only proof
nothing greater can be thought, nevertheless, of a Deity." He for one prefers to follow the
it does nor therefore follow that he under- counsel of Saint Paul, that "the invisible things
stands that what the name signifies exists actu- of God are clearly seen from the creation of
ally, but only ehat it exists mentally. Nor can the wodd, being understood by the things
it be argued that it actually exists, unless it be that are made, even his eternal power and
admitted that there actually exists something Godhead."
We have, according to LocZce, an intuitive
chan which nothing greater can be thought;
and 'this precisely is not admitted by those who knowledge of our own existence. We know,
he says, thar ""nonentity cannot produce any
hold that God does not exist."
The writer of "Tie First Set of Objections9' real being"; and so "from the consideration of
to Descanes's Meditations on First Philoso- ourselves, and what we infallibly fihd in our
phy maintains that the criticism advanced by constitution, our reason leads us to the knowlAquinas applies to Descartes as well as to edge of shis certain and evident truth-That
Anselrn. Whether stated in terns of the con- there is an eteml, most powe4ui, and most
ception of an absolutely perfect being or in knowilzg Being.."
Without Eabeling it a proof of God's existerns of essence and exiseence, the argument
is invalid, he thinks, which asserts that God tence, Augustine in his Coaafessions presents
actually exists because His nonexistence Is a similar argument-horn the visible creation.
inconceivable. #ant's later criticism of %heon- " h ~ a hand the heavens," he says, "'are before
tological argument akes a similar course. A our eyes. The very iact that they are there
proposition may be IogicaEy necessary without proc%aimsthat they were created, fbr they are
subject to change and variation. . Earth and
being true in fact.
"The conception of an absolutely neces- the heaveus also proclaim that they did not
sap1 being," Re writes, "'is a mere idea, the create themselves. 'We exist,' they re11 us, 'beobjective ~ealityof which is far from being cause we were made. And this is proof that
esublished by the mere fact ehat it is a need we did not make ourselves. For to make oursi reason . .. The unconditioned necessiej of selves, we should have had to exist before our
a judgment does not form the absolute neces- existence began'
It was yon, then, O Lord,
sity of thing." From the fact rhat "existence who made them."
This second sgproach to the existence sf
belongs aecessarily to the object of the conception," we cannot conclude that "the exis- God by reasoning from the facts of experi-
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great books, it has been formulated in many
different ways. What is common to all of them
is the principle of causality, in terms of which
the known existence of certain effects is made
the basis for inferring the existence of a unique
cause-a first cause, a highest cause, an uncaused cause.
Aristotle, for example, in the last book of
his Physics, argues from the fact of motion or
change to the existence of an unmoved mover.
He sums up his elaborate reasoning on this
point in the following statement. "We established the fact that everything that is in motion
is moved by something, and that the movent
[moving cause] is either unmoved or in motion, and that, if it is in motion, it is moved
either by itself or by something else and so
on throughout the series: and so we proceeded
to the position that the first principle that
directly causes things that are in motion to be
moved is that which moves itself, and the first
principle of the whole series is the unmoved."
Jumping from the 4th century B.C. to the mth
century, we find Whitehead saying that "in the
place of Aristotle's God as Prime Mover, we
require God as the Principle of Concretion.''
Nothing could be more evocative of Whitehead's anti-Aristotelianism.
Aristotle's argument, unlike that of Augustine or Locke, does not presuppose the creation of the world, at least not in the sense
of the world's having a beginning. On the
contrary, he holds the world and its motions
to be as eternal as their unmoved mover. "It
is impossible," he writes in the Metaphysics,
"that movement should either have come into
being or cease to be.'' Precisely because he
thinks the world's motions are eternal, Aristotle holds that the prime mover, in addition
to being everlasting, must be immutable. This
for him means "a principle whose very essence
is actuality." Only a substance without any
potency, only one which is purely actual, can
be an absolutely immutable, eternal being.
Whatever has any potentiality in its nature
is capable of not existing. If everything were
of this sort, nothing that now is "need be, for
it is possible for all things to be capable of
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existing, but not yet to exist." Hence, in still
another way, Aristotle seems to reach the conclusion that a purely actual beihg must exist;
and, furthermore, he seems to identify this being with a living and thinking God. "Life also
belongs to God," he writes; "for the actuality
of thought is life, and God is that actuality;
and God's self-dependent actuality is life most
good and eternal."
Where Aristotle argues from motion and
potentiality to a prime mover and a pure actuality, Newton gives the a posteriori proof another statement by arguing from the design of
the universe to God as its designer or architect.
"The most wise and excellent contrivances of
things, and final causes" seem to him the best
way of knowing God. "Blind metaphysical
necessity, which is certainly the same always
and everywhere, could produce no variety
in things. All that diversity of natural things
which we find suited to different times and
places could arise from nothing but the ideas
and will of a Being necessarily existing."
In similar fashion Berkeley maintains that
"if we attentively consider the constant regularity, order, and concatenation of natural
things, the surprising magnificence, beauty,
and perfection of the larger, and the exquisite
contrivance of the smaller parts of the creation, together with the exact' harmony and
correspondence of the whole, but, above all,
the never enough admired laws of pain and
pleasure, and the instincts or natural inclinations, appetites, and passions of animals; I say
if we consider all these things, and at the same
time attend to the meaning and import of the
attributes, one, eternal, infinitely wise, good,
and perfect, we shall clearly perceive that they
belong to the . Spirit, who 'works all in all,'
and 'by whom all things consist.' " This seems
to hirn so certain that he adds, "we may even
assert that the existence of God is far more evidently perceived than the existence of men."
But, according to Berkeley, all the visible
things of nature exist only as ideas in our
minds, ideas which, unlike our own memories
or imaginations, we do not ourselves produce.
"Everything we see, hear, feel, or anywise perceive by sense," he writes, must have some
other cause than our own will, and is therefore
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"a sign or eirect of the power of God." T o the
"unthinking herd" who claim that "they cannot see God," Berkeiey replies that "'God . . is
intimately present to our minds, producing in
them all that variety of ideas or sensations
which continually affect us."
The existence of any idea in us is for Bekeley ground for asserting God's existence and
power as its cause. But for Descartes one idea
alone becomes the basis of such an inference.
H e supplements his a priori o r oiltoIogical
argument with what he calls an "a posteriori
demonstration of Cod's existence from the
mere fact that the idea of Cod exists in us."
That he is himself imperfect, Descartes
knows from the fact that he doubts. Even
when doubting Beads to linowledge, his knowledge is imperfecr, "an infallible token" of
which, he says, is the fact that "my knowledge
increases little by little." But the idea which
he has of God, he declares, is that of an absolutely perfect being, "in whom there is nothing
merely potential, but in whom all is present really and actually." On the principle that there
cannot be more reality or perfection in the
egect than in the cause, Descartes concludes
that his own imperfect mind a n n o t be the
cause of rhe idea of a perfect being. "The idea
that H possess of a being more perfect than 1,"
he writes, b6mmustnecessarily have been placed
in me by a being which is really more perfect."
The radical impedestion of man, and indeed of all creation, oEers Augustine still
another proof for God9s existence, which he
attributes to the ""Patonists." "'They have
seen," he writes, "that whatever is changeable
is not the most high God, and therefore they
have transcended every soul and all changeable spirits in seeking the supreme. They have
seen also that, in every changeable thing, the
form which makes it that which it is, whatever
be its mode or nature, can only be through
Him who truly is, because He is unchangeable. And therefore, whether we consider the
whole body of the world, its figure, qualities,
and orderly rnovemene, and also all the bodies
which arc in it; or whether we consider all life,
either that 4hich nourishes and mainrains, as
the life of trees; or &at which, besides this,
has also sensation, as rke life of beasts; or

.

that which adds eo all these intelligence, as
the life s f man; or that which does not need
the support of nutriment, but 8nly maintains,
feels, understands, as the life of angels-all can
only be through Him who absolutely is. For
to Him it is not one rhing to be, and another
t o live, as though Me could be, not living; nor
is it to Him one thing to live, and another
to understand, as though Me could live, not
understanding; nor is it to Him one thing t o
understand, another t o be blessed, as though
Me could understand and not be blessed. But
to Him to live, to understand, to be blessed,
are to be. They have underst~od,from this
unchangeableness and this simplicity, that all
things Zmst have been made by Him, and that
He could Himself have been made by none."
The varjery of arguments we have so far examined seems to fit the "five ways9' in which,
according to Aquinas, the existence of God
can be proved a posteriori. ""The first and most
manifest way is the agumewt from motion,"
which Aquinas attributes to Aristotle. "The
second way is from the nature of an efficient
cause." Berkeley's argument or Locke's would
seem, in some respects, to 08er a version
of this mode of reasoning. "'The third way
is taken from possibility and necessity," and
seems t o develop the argument from potentiali ~ inj Aristotle9s Metaphysics, and to contain
the inference from mutability and contingency
which is implicit in the argument attributed to
the Platonists by Augustine. ""The fourth way
is taken from the gradation t o be found in
things." Proceeding from the existence of the
imperfect to absolute perfection, it resembles
in principle the reasoning of Descarees concerning the perfection in the cause relative e s
the perfection in she e k e . "The fifth way is
talcen from the governance of the wodd9'from the fact that everything acts for an endand s o is like the agumene which Newton
offers from final causes and t h e existence of
order in the universe.
These " h e ways" may o r may not be regarded as an exhaustive list of the a postess'ok
proofs. It may even be questioned whether the
five ways are logically distinct and independent. Aquinas himself says that "in speculative
matters the medium of demonstration, which
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demonstrates the conclusion perfectly, is only
one; whereas probable means of proof are
many." Since he considers the argument for
God's existence to be a certain, not a probable
proof, it would seem to follow that, in strict
logic, only one principle can be involved in
that proof.
As already suggested, the principle-common t o all the various ways in which such
a posteriori reasoning is expressed-seems to
be the principle of causality. This appears in
the argument from the existence of contingent
beings, which cannot cause their own being,
t o the existence of a being which needs no
cause of its being, because its very essence is t o
exist. This may be the one argument for God's
existence or, if one among many, it may be the
core of all the others. It has the distinction at
least of conceiving God as the cause of being,
rather than of motion or of hierarchy and order in the world.
According to the statement of Aquinas that
"being is the proper effect of God," it establishes God as the unique and direct cause
of the being possessed by every finite thing.
This formulation of the proof is more fully
examined in the chapter on NECESSITY
AND
CONTINGENCY;
and its relation to the question
of whether the world had a beginning o r is
eternal, and if eternal, whether it is created
or uncreated, will be seen in the chapters on
CAUSE,
ETERNITY,
and WORLD.

THEVALIDITY OF the a posteriori argument for
God's existence-in one form o r anotheris questioned by those who think that the
causal principle cannot be applied beyond experience, o r who think that our knowledge of
cause and effect is not sufficient to warrant
such inferences.
"The existence of any being can only be
proved by arguments from its cause or its ef- "
fect," Hume writes; "and these arguments are
founded entirely on experience
It is only
experience which teaches us the nature' and
bounds of cause and effect, and enables us to
infer the existence of one object from that of
another." But Hume doubts "whether it be
possible for a cause to be known only by its
effect. . . o r to be of so singular and particular
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a nature as to have no parallel and no similarity
with any other cause or object, that has ever
fallen under our observation . . . If experience
and observation and analogy be, indeed, the
only guides which we can reasonably follow
in inferences of this nature," as Hume thinks
is the case, then it follows that "both the effect and the cause must bear a similarity and
resemblance to other effects and causes which
we know.
"I leave it to your own reflection," he adds,
"to pursue the consequences of this principle." One seems obvious enough; namely, that
God-a unique and unparalleled cause-cannot be proved by reasoning from our experience of effects and their causes. Hume himself
draws this conclusion when he declares that
theology, ins'ofar as it is concerned with the
existence of a Deity, has "its best and most
solid foundation," not in reason o r experience, but in "faithand divine revelation."
Like Hume, Kant thinks that our notions
of cause and effect cannot be applied outside
experience or to anything beyond the realm
of sensible nature. But he offers an additional
reason for denying validity to all a posteriori
reasoning concerning God's existence. "It imposes upon us," he says, "an old argument
in a new dress, and appeals to the agreement
of two witnesses, the one with the credentials
of pure reason, and the other with those of
empiricism; while, in fact, it is only the former
who has changed his dress and voice."
The principle of the argumlent from the
contingency of the world or its parts Kant
states as follows: "If something exists, an absolutely necessary being must likewise exist."
One premise in the argument, namely, that
contingent things exist, has its foundation in
experience and therefore Kant admits that the
reasoning "is not completely a priori or ontological." But in order to complete the proof,
he thinks it must be shown that an ens realissimum, or most perfect being, is the same as
an absolutely necessary being, in order for the
obtained conclusion (a necessa+y being exists)
t o be translated into the conclusion desired
(God exists).
That "an ens realissimum must possess the
additional attribute of absolute necessitym-
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or, in acher words, that a perfect being is
identical with d;oe which necessarily existsis, according ro ~tant,"ex;?ctiy what was mainaained En the a>moIogica!argument." Hence he
maintains that the aqprnent from csntingency
is invalid because it cannot avoid including
what is for Kant the invalid premise of the
ontological argument as "the real ground of i s
disguised and illusory reasoning."

good; and two things to stake, par; reason and .your xiill, your Iznovvledge and your happiness;
and your nature has bvo things 1-0shun, error
and misery. Your reason is no inore shocked
in choosing one rather than aniotl~el;since you
must of necessity choose. I his is one point
settled. But your happiness? Let us vsreigi! the
gzin and the loss in wagering that God is. Let
us estimate these two chances. If you g ~ i nyou
,
gain all, if you lose, you lose nothing. Wager
THE CONTROVBRSY concerning the proof of then, withour kesitatior?, that He is."
God's existence raises issues in logic, in metaWe x e incapable of knowing either that
physics and physics, and in the theory of God is or &a;: God is, according to Pascal,
knowledge. Philosophers are opposed on the because "8there is a God, 3-'aeis infinitely inquestion whether a valid demonstration is pos- comprehensible" and "'has no affinity to us."
sible. Those who a h n i it possible diger from Neverrheless, proceeding on the practical level
one another on the way in 3~hic11the proof of rhe wager, rezison may !ad to Christian
should be constmcred. Those who think it f~izh,yet not in such a way as to give adeimpossible do not always go to the opposite quate reasons for &at belie$ since Christians
extreme o i making the afimation of God's ""pdess a religion for which they cannot give
existence a matter of faith; or of defiying with a reason."
Kana also makes the a%mation of God a
the skeptic that we can have any light on the
question at all. Pascal and Kant, for example, matter of faith, but for him it is a "purely
reject the theoretical arguments as inconch- r ~ i o n aIaieh,
l
since pure reason . .is the sole
sive or untenable, but they do not think the source frcm yihich it springs." He defines a
problem is totally insoEuSSe. They offer instead matter of f~itbas any object which cannast
pmdicai grounds or reasons for accepting be lcnoww through $he specukeive use of re2son, but whiclrr. "must be thought a priori,
God's existence.
"'The metaphysicai proofs of God are so either as consequences or as grounds, if p ~ r e
remote from she reasoning of men," Pascal practical reason is to be used 2s duty cornasserts, "and so complicated, that they make mands . . Such is the swmmum baszzdm," he
little impression." We will ""nor undertake," he says, ""whic"nas to be realized in the world
tel!s us In his PenBII~des9
'"to prove by ~atural through heedom . . This egect which is comreasons . . the existence of God." In his view manded, together w i ~ hthe ody c~nalz'tio~s
b y 245,
"there are only three kinds of persons: those oft which its possibijity is ccnczi~a&le
who serve God, having found Him; sthers namely, she e::iseence of God and the immor0f;faif.h are s f
who are occupied In seeking Him, not having tality of the soul, are w~t-trns
found Him; while the remainder live without dl objects the only mes that can be so
For Kan~,then, the existence of God is a
seeking Him, a ~ without
d
having found Him."
Since he regards the fine as "reasonable and LGpostulare of pure prac.rlcaS reason .as the
happy," zke lase as "foolish and arnhsppy," he necessary condition sf the passibilitjr of the
addresses himself to the middle g o u p whom szimmBm E?cnam." The ;s,oral Iaw commands
us to seek the highest gsod, with perfect
he regards as "unhappy and reasonable."
He asks them to consider wherher God is haepiness as its concomitarre; buo Kant thinks
or is not. 66Rmsoncan decide nothing here9" that "'there is not the slightest ground in the
he says. 1%a choice is 20 be made by zeasorz, it moral law for a necessary sonnescion between
must be in the form of a wager. '"\Vlaiah \.ill momliejr and proportionate happiness in a beyou choose then? Let us see. Since you must ing that belongs ao the world as a Para of is."
choose, Iet us see which interests YOU leas;. Since man is a p2.R of the wodd or nar7.sre9
You have PA~Othings $as lose, .the sme and the and dependent on it, "he canrrso by his vviEi be
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GOD
a cause of this nature, nor by his own power
make it thoroughly harmonize, as far as his
happiness is concerned, with his practical principles." The only possible solution lies in "the
existence of a cause of all nature, distinct from
nature itself, and containing the principle of
this connexion, namely, of the exact harmony
of happiness with morality.'' That is why, Kant
explains, "it is morally necessary to assume the
existence of God." .
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for our understanding. God's will, for example, no less than God's intellect, can be considered in relation to Himself. God's intellect,
no less than God's will, can have the world
for its object. So, too, the divine goodness can
be considered with reference to things, even as
God's love can be considered with reference
to Himself.
The difficulties we meet in classifying or
ordering the attributes of God confirm the
opinion of almost all theologians, that our unIN THE TRADITION of the great books, the derstanding is inadequate to comprehend the
common ground shared by reason. and faith essence of God. The fact that we employ a
is marked by .the convergence of the contri- multiplicity of attributes to represent to ourbutions made by pagan; Jew, and Christianselves what in itself is an absolute unity is
another indication of the same point. The one
and by poets, philosophers, and. theologiansto the problem of God's existence and the un- attribute of ,simplicity would seem to deny
derstanding of the divine nature, the essence us the right to name others, unless we take
the plurality of attributes to signify something
of God and His attributes.
In the 20th century Barth dissents from tra- about man's understanding of God rather than
ditional discourse about God, as the following a real complexity in the divine nature.
"He that will attribute to God," Hobbes
quotation from The Word of God and the
writes, "nothing but what is warranted by
Word of Man reveals:
God is the new, incomparable, unattainable, not natural reason, must either use such negative
only heavenly but more than heavenly interest, who attributes, as infinite, eternal, incomprehensihas drawn the regard of the men of the Bible to him- ble; or superlatives, as most high, most great,
self. He desires their complete attention, their entire and the like; or indefinite, as good, just, holy,
obedience. For he must be true to himself; he must
be and remain holy. He cannot be grasped, brought creator; and in such sense, as if he meant not
under management, and put to use; he cannot serve. to declare what He is (for that were to cirHe must rule. He must himself grasp, seize, manage, cumscribe Him within the limits of our fancy),
use. He can satisfy no other needs than his own. but how much we admire Him, and how ready
He is not in another world over against this one; we would be to obey Him; which is a Sign of
he submerges all of this in the other. He is not a
thing among other things, but the Wholly Other, the humility and of a will to honor Him as much
infinite aggregate of all merely relative others. He is as we can: for there is but one name to signify
not the form of religious history but is the Lord of our conception of His nature, and that is, I
our life, the eternal Lord of the world. He it is of AM: and but one name of His relation to us,
whom the Bible speaks.
and that is GOD; in which is contained Father,
Certain attributes of God, such as -simplic- King, and Lord."
Even when they are discussed by the
ity, inimateriality, eternity, infinity, perfection,
philosophers
and reflected on by the poets,
and glory, are usually regarded as-so.many different ways in which the human understanding certain matters belong especially to theology
apprehends the divine nature in itself. -Other because they constitute the dogmas of reliattributes, such as the divine causality, om- gion-articles of religious faith based solely
nipotence, omnipresence, omniscience, love, on divine revelation, not discovered by human
justice, and mercy, are usually taken as ways inquiry or speculation. That God created the
of considering God's nature in relation to the world out of nothing and of His free will;
world or to creatures. But to divide the at- that the world had a beginning and will have
tributes in this way, as is done in the Outline of an end are, for example, dogmas of tradiTopics, is to make a division which cannot be tional Judaism and Christianity. Philosbphers
fully justified except in terms of convenience may argue about the freedom or necessiry of
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the creative acr, or about :he possibility of a
beginning or an ,en$ to time and the world,
but Jewish and Christian theologians And In
Sacred Scripture the warrant for believing that
which may not be thoroughly intelligible to
reason, much less demonstrable by it. What
is tme of creation apgiies generally to the
religious belief in divine providence and the
positive commandments of God, to the gift of
grace whish God bestows upon men, and to
the performance oE miracles.
Judaism and Christianity share certain dogmas, though the degree to which Jewish and
Christian theologians commonly understand
what is apparently the same dogma varies from
great similarity of interpretation (as in the case
of creation and providence) to differences so
great (as, for example, with regard to grace)
that there may be some doubt whether the
dogma in question is really the same. The line
of demarcation between these faiths would
seem to be more easily determined than their
common ground; yet even here such matters
as the resurrection of the body-even when
we take dii-ferences of interpretation into account-may be regarded as a dogma shared by
both.
The basic differences bemeen Jewish and
Christian theology center, of course, on the
issue between a unitarian and a trinitarian conception of the Godhead, with immediate consequences for disbelief or belief in Christ as
the incarnate second person of the Trinitythe Word become flesh. This in turn has consequences for doctrines of salvation, and e d
che nature and mission of ahe church, its rituaPs
and its sacTarnents. Even within Christianity,
however, there have been and still are serious doctrinal diEerences on a19 these matters.
The most fundarnenta! heresies and schisms of
early Christianiry concerned the understanding of the Trinity and the 9nsarnaeion. The
great modern schism whish divided Christendom drose from issues about the sasraments,
the oganization and practices of the church,
and the conditions of salvation.
It wou1d seem co be just as easy to say
' what beliefs are cammon to religious jews and
Christians, as its articulate the fa?& common
to a14 sects of Christianity. If all varieties o i

Protestant doctrine are inc!uded, little remains in common except belief in the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob-creator and provider,
governor and judge, dispenser of res~vardsand
punishments.

ONEBOOK

from all the rest because, in our tradition, it is-as the use of
"'Bible" for its groper name implies-$be book
about God and man. For those who have faith,
Holy Writ or Sacred Scripture is the revealed
Word of God. 3ts division into Old and New
Testaments represents the historic relation of
the Jewish and Ckistian religions.
Without prejudice to the issue between belief and unbklief, or between Jewish and Christian faith, we have attempted to organize the
references to specifically religious doctrines
concerning God and His creatures according
to their origin and foundation in either the
Old or in the New Testament, o r in both. On
certain points, as we have already seen, the
line of distinction caw be clearly drawn. For
example, the doctrines of God's covenant with
Israel, of she Cnosen People, of the Temple
and the Torah, are indisputably drawn from
a he Old Testamen5 and from she New Testament come such dogmas as those concerning Christ's divinity and humanity, the Virgin
Birth, the Church as the mystical body of
Christ, and the seven sacraments.
Under all these topics we have assembled
passages from the Bible, interpretations sf
them by the theologians, and materials from
the great books of poetry and history, philosophy and science. Since the criterion of
relevznce here is the reflection of sacred or
religious doctrine in secular %iterasure,the
writings of pagan antiquity are necessarily exc%uded,though they are included in the more
philosophical topics of theology, such as the
existence and nature of one God.
Despite its length, this chapter by no means
exhausts she discussion of God in the great
3ooks. The Tong fist of Cross-References,
which follows she Reference section sf this
chapter, indicates the various ways in which
the idea sf God occurs in the aspics of other
chapters. Tne reader will find that list useful
not only as an indication of the topics in other
STANDS OUT

2 9 . GOD

chapters which elaborate on or extend the
discussion of matters treated here, but also as
a guide to other Introductions in which he is

likely to find the conception of God a relevant part of the examination of some other
great idea.
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From the Syntopicon

GOD
OUTLINE OF TOPICS
1. The polytheistic conception of the supernatural order
1a. The nature and existence of the gods
1b. The hierarchy of the gods; their relation to one another
1c. The intervention of the gods in the affairs of mfcn: their judgment of the deserts of men
PAOB

2. The existence of one God
563
2a. The revelation of one God
2b. The evidences and proofs of God's existence
2c. Criticisms of the proofs of God's existence: agnosticism
2d. The postulation of God: practical grounds for belief
3. Man's relation to God or the gods
3a. The fear of God or the gods
3b The reproach or defiance of God or the gods
3c. The love of God or the gods

566

3d. Obedience to God or the gods

'
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3e. The worship of God or the gods: prayer, propitiation, sacrifice

568

3f. The imitation of God or the gods: the divine element in human nature; the
deification of men; man as the image of God

569

4. The divine nature in itself: the divine attributes
4a. The identity of essence and existence in God: the necessity of a being whose
essence involves its existence

570
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4b. The unity and simplicity of the divine nature
4c. The immateriality of God
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4d. The eternity and immutability of God
4e. The infinity of God: the freedom of an infinite being
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4f. The perfection or goodness of God
4g. The intellect of God
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4h. The happiness and glory of God
5. The divine nature in relation to the world or creatures
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5a. God as first and as exemplar cause: the relation of divine to natural causation
5b. God as final cause: the motion of all things toward God

,
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5c. The power of God: the divine omnipotence

577

5d. The immanence of God: the divine omnipresence

578

5e. The transcendence of God: the divine aseity
5f. God's knowledge: the divine omniscience; the divine ideas

579

5g. God's will: divine choice

580

5h. God's love: the diffusion of the divine goodness
5i. Divine justice and mercy: divine rewards and punishments

581

6. Man's knowledge of God
6a. The names of God: the metaphorical and symbolic representations of God; the
anthropomorphic conception of God
>

6b. Naturalknowledge:theuseofanalogics;theevidencesofnature;theligh tofreason

583
584
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6c. Supernatural knowledge
(1) God as teacher: inspiration and revelation
(2) The light of faith
(3) Mystical experience
(4) The beatific vision
7. Doctrines common to the Jewish, Mohammedan, and Christian conceptions of God
and His relation to the world and man
7a. Creation
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7b. Providence
7c. Divine government and law
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7d. Grace
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7e. Miracles

591

7f. The Book of Life
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7g. The resurrection of the body
7h. The Last Judgment and the end of the world
8. Specifically Jewish doctrines concerning God and His people
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8a. The Chosen People: Jew and gentile
8b. God's Covenant with Israel: circumcision as sign of the Covenant
8c. The Law: its observance as a condition of righteousness and blessedness

594

8d. The Temple: the Ark of the Torah
8e. The messianic hope

5^5

9. Specifically Christian dogmas concerning the divine nature and human destiny
9a. The Trinity
9b. The Incarnation: the God-man
(1) The divinity of Christ
(2) The humanity of Christ
(3) Mary, the Mother of God

cp6
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9c. Christ the Saviour and Redeemer: the doctrines of original sin and salvation
9d. The Church: the mystical body of Christ; the Apostolate

598

9e. The sacraments

509

9f. The second coming of Christ
10. The denial of God or the gods, or of a supernatural order: the position of the atheist
11. The denial of God as completely transcending the world or nature: the position of
the pantheist
12. The denial of a revealed and providential God: the position of the deist
13. God as a conception invented by man: its emotional basis
14. The worship of false gods: deification and idolatry
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